1. **BATTERY REPLACEMENT**

- When exposed to an electrostatic source, the product may leak. Press the mid-section down to lock parts together. (see 📑)
- Rotate and center the handle. (see 📑)
- Install 3 new AA (LR6) alkaline batteries (not included) in the battery compartment. Batteries included are for demonstration purpose only. Batteries are to be inserted with the correct polarity. Exhausted batteries are to be removed from the product. Batteries are not to be recharged. Non-rechargeable batteries are not to be recharged.
- Batteries are to be inserted with the correct orientation (+/-) shown. Replace battery cover and tighten screw. For long life, use alkaline batteries. (see 📑)
- Remove batteries and dispose of them safely.
- Batteries are to be inserted with the correct orientation (+/-) shown. Replace battery cover and tighten screw. For long life, use alkaline batteries. (see 📑)
- Only batteries of the same or equivalent type as recommended are to be used.
- Do not mix alkaline, standard (carbon-zinc), or rechargeable (nickel-cadmium) batteries.
- The supply terminals are not to be short-circuited.
- Rechargeable batteries are only to be charged under adult supervision.
- Batteries are to be inserted with the correct orientation (+/-) shown.
- Replace battery cover and tighten screw. For longer life, use alkaline batteries. (see 📑)
- Do not mix old and new batteries.
- Disposal of this product may be subject to local regulations due to the presence of batteries.
- For best performance use alkaline batteries. Battery life may vary depending on battery brand.
- Batteries are to be inserted with the correct orientation (+/-) shown. Replace battery cover and tighten screw. For longer life, use alkaline batteries. (see 📑)
- Do not mix old and new batteries.
- Batteries are to be inserted with the correct orientation (+/-) shown. Replace battery cover and tighten screw. For longer life, use alkaline batteries. (see 📑)
- Do not mix old and new batteries.
- Batteries are to be inserted with the correct orientation (+/-) shown. Replace battery cover and tighten screw. For longer life, use alkaline batteries. (see 📑)
- Do not mix old and new batteries.
- Batteries are to be inserted with the correct orientation (+/-) shown. Replace battery cover and tighten screw. For longer life, use alkaline batteries. (see 📑)
- Do not mix old and new batteries.
- Batteries are to be inserted with the correct orientation (+/-) shown. Replace battery cover and tighten screw. For longer life, use alkaline batteries. (see 📑)
- Do not mix old and new batteries.
- Batteries are to be inserted with the correct orientation (+/-) shown. Replace battery cover and tighten screw. For longer life, use alkaline batteries. (see 📑)
- Do not mix old and new batteries.

2. **CHOPPER OPERATIONS**

1. Load projectiles.
2. Push button to fire projectiles. Take off to start propellers and sound effects.
3. Turn handle left to seek left.
4. Turn handle right to bank right.
5. Press button to fire projectiles.
6. Land can release the Hughes® propellers and sound effects will power off automatically.

3. **LOADING AND LAUNCHING VEHICLES**

1. Open door and load car.
2. Push button to move car into the cockpit.
3. Use A to reach right and close the door.
4. Tilt chopper forward to launch car.
5. Push button to launch forward. Cars come in 2 packs.
6. Close the cockpit.

4. **GRAB & DEPLOY VEHICLES**

1. Align the claws with the car.
2. Push chopper levers and projectors to shelf car.
3. Use A to reach right and close the door.
4. With both claws pressed against the body, pull car to platform. Release the car.

5. **MORE WAYS TO PLAY**

1. Work with auto rescue® rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
2. Work with auto rescue® rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
3. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
4. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
5. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
6. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
7. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
8. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
9. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
10. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
11. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
12. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
13. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
14. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
15. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
16. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
17. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
18. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
19. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
20. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
21. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
22. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
23. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
24. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
25. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
26. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
27. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
28. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
29. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
30. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
31. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
32. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
33. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
34. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
35. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
36. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
37. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
38. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
39. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
40. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
41. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
42. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
43. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
44. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
45. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
46. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
47. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
48. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
49. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
50. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
51. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
52. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
53. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
54. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
55. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
56. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
57. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
58. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
59. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
60. Work with elite rescue™ rescue headquarters®, sold separately, subject to availability.
1. BATTERY REPLACEMENT

- When exposed to an electrostatic source, the product may leak. When handling the product, make sure your hands are dry.
- Press the mid-section down to lock parts together. (see a)
- Slide mid-section and propellers back into the body. Make sure the moving joints are aligned correctly or else the parts will not connect. (see b)
- Rotate and center the handle. (see a)
- Fold propellers into the horizontal position. (see b)
- When the chopper is opened, make sure propellers are folded into the horizontal position.
- Install 3 new AA (LR6) alkaline batteries (not included) in the battery compartment. Battery Performance Note: Batteries included are for demonstration purpose only. When the propellers slowly turn, remove and replace batteries.
- Flip mid-section over to access the battery compartment. Unscrew the battery cover with a Phillips head screwdriver (not included).
- Remove batteries and dispose of them safely.
- The batteries are to be inserted with the correct polarity.
- Batteries of the same or equivalent type as recommended are to be used. Do not mix alkaline, standard (carbon-zinc), or rechargeable (nickel-cadmium) batteries.
- Exhusted batteries are to be removed from the product.
- Batteries are to be inserted with the correct polarity. Rechargeable batteries are only to be charged under adult supervision. Rechargeable batteries are to be removed from the product before being charged.
- Non-rechargeable batteries are not to be recharged.
- Only batteries of the same or equivalent type as recommended are to be used.
- Do not mix old and new batteries.
- The supply terminals are not to be short-circuited.
- Do not dispose of this product in a fire. The batteries inside may explode or leak.
- Do not dispose of battery(ies) safely.
- Do not handle batteries with bare hands. Handle batteries with gloves.
- Battery life may vary depending on battery brand. For best performance use alkaline batteries. Battery life may vary depending on battery brand. For best performance use alkaline batteries.
- The batteries are to be inserted with the correct polarity. Rechargeable batteries are only to be charged under adult supervision. Rechargeable batteries are to be removed from the product before being charged.
- Non-rechargeable batteries are not to be recharged.

2. CHOPPER OPERATIONS

1. LOAD PROJECTILES
2. POWER ON AND HOLD THE HANDLE. TAKE OFF TO START PROPELLERS AND SOUND EFFECTS. NOT FOR USE WITH SOME MATCHBOX® VEHICLES.
3. TURBO CANOE™ WORKS WITH ELITE RESCUE™ TURBO CANOE™, SOLD SEPARATELY, SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY.
4. PRESS BUTTON TO FIRE PROJECTILES
5. LAND AND RELEASE THE HANDLE. PROPELLERS AND SOUND EFFECTS WILL POWER OFF AUTOMATICALLY.
6. TURBO CANOE™ WORKS WITH ELITE RESCUE™ RESCUE HEADQUARTERS™, SOLD SEPARATELY, SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY.

3. LOADING AND LAUNCHING VEHICLES

1. OPEN COCKPIT AND LOAD CAR.
2. PUSH BUTTON TO MOVE CAR INTO THE COCKPIT.
3. LOCK THE CLAWS WITH THE CAR.
4. TILT CHOPPER FORWARD TO LAUNCH CAR.
5. PUSH BUTTON TO LAUNCH VEHICLES AND PROJECTILES.
6. CLOSE THE COCKPIT.

4. GRAB & DEPLOY VEHICLES

1. RELEASE THE CLAWS WITH THE CAR.
2. PRESS CHOPPER DOWNS AND TURBINES TO SPIN CAR.
3. TILT THE CAR TO THE INCLINE.
4. WITH BOTH CLAWS PRESSED AGAINST THE FLOOR, PULL CHOPPER BACK AND UP TO RELEASE THE CAR.
5. LOAD 2 MORE CARS AND CLOSE THE DOOR.

5. MORE WAYS TO PLAY

A. TURBO CANOE™ WORKS WITH ELITE RESCUE™ TURBO CANOE™, SOLD SEPARATELY, SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY.
B. RESCUE HEADQUARTERS™ WORKS WITH ELITE RESCUE™ RESCUE HEADQUARTERS™, SOLD SEPARATELY, SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY.
C. WORK CAR INTO COCKPIT, THEN LAUNCH SEPARATELY, SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY.
D. TILT CHOPPER FORWARD TO RELEASE CRANE, THEN “FLY” AWAY.

**BATTERY REPLACEMENT**

- Before playing, make sure the batteries are inserted in the correct polarity (+/−) shown. Replace battery cover and tighten screw. For best performance use alkaline batteries. Battery life may vary depending on battery brand.

- Batteries included are for demonstration purpose only. Only batteries of the same or equivalent type as recommended are to be used.

- Batteries are to be inserted with the correct polarity. Exhausted batteries are to be removed from the product.

- Batteries are not to be recharged. Rechargeable batteries are to be removed from the product before being charged.

- Rechargeable batteries are only to be charged under adult supervision. Non-rechargeable batteries are not to be recharged.

- Batteries are to be inserted with the correct orientation (+/−) shown. Replace battery cover and tighten screw. For best performance use alkaline batteries. Battery life may vary depending on battery brand.

- Batteries are to be inserted with the correct polarity. Exhausted batteries are to be removed from the product.

- Batteries are not to be recharged. Rechargeable batteries are to be removed from the product before being charged.

- Rechargeable batteries are only to be charged under adult supervision. Non-rechargeable batteries are not to be recharged.

- Batteries are to be inserted with the correct orientation (+/−) shown. Replace battery cover and tighten screw. For best performance use alkaline batteries. Battery life may vary depending on battery brand.

- Batteries are to be inserted with the correct polarity. Exhausted batteries are to be removed from the product.

- Batteries are not to be recharged. Rechargeable batteries are to be removed from the product before being charged.

- Rechargeable batteries are only to be charged under adult supervision. Non-rechargeable batteries are not to be recharged.

- Batteries are to be inserted with the correct orientation (+/−) shown. Replace battery cover and tighten screw. For best performance use alkaline batteries. Battery life may vary depending on battery brand.

**CHIEF OPERATIONS**

1. **LOAD PROJECTILES**

2. **POWER ON AND HOLD THE HANDLE. TAKE OFF TO START PROPELLERS AND SOUND EFFECTS.**

3. **TURN HANDLE RIGHT TO BANK RIGHT.**

4. **PRESS BUTTON TO FIRE PROJECTILES.**

5. **LAND AND RELEASE THE HANDLE. PROPELLERS AND SOUND EFFECTS WILL POWER OFF AUTOMATICALLY.**

**MORE WAYS TO PLAY**

1. **WORK WITH ELITE RESCUE™ RESCUE HEADQUARTERS™, SOLD SEPARATELY, SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY.**

2. **WORK WITH ELITE RESCUE™ RESCUE HEADQUARTERS™, SOLD SEPARATELY, SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY.**

3. **WORK WITH ELITE RESCUE™ RESCUE HEADQUARTERS™, SOLD SEPARATELY, SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY.**

4. **ATTACH STRIKE HAWK™ TO CRANE AND LOAD CAR.**

5. **SET CHOPPER FORWARD TO RELEASE CRANE. TRIED “FLY” AND DO."